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FOREWORD'
k

The Office for Research in1High TechnOlogy Education at The University
of Tennessee, Knoxville,' is conducting a program of work on high technology

and its implications for education. 'Funded by the U.S. Department of
EducAtion's Office of Vocational and Adult Education, the program'addresses
the,hkill requirements. and osocial Implications of a technology-oriented

society. IsSues concerning computer literacy and computer applications are

a -foci's of the program.. The balance' between the liberal arts and

technological skills and the complementary roles they play in enabling

people4 to function in and derive satisfaction from today's high-technology
,eraare also addressed. The programts 'efforts are targeted at secondary

.schools, two-year , post-secondary institutions, community colleges,

universities, industrial training personnel, and other education and

training groups. (

The program consists of three major compotents:

COMTASK Database. COMTASK is a model of 'a Omputerized'task inventory

for high-technology occupations. The outcomeb. "of the COMTASK. system

include a sampling of task .analyses,, the demonsti.atlon of how these task

analyses can be rapidly updated,,a manual for conduting task analyses to

provide. data for the syptem, and a guide to.using-theAyStem..

State -of- the- Art-Papers.- A series of nine papers abeing developed
to address high technology and.economic issues-that are of:illajOr concern to

education.
4

At Home In the Office Study. At Home-In.the Office isan experiment
that has placed office workers and telecommuting equipment i4n.. the workers.'

home to stay the:,effecrs moving 'work to.rople rather than people to

work. The implications for educators, employers, and employees wilt,,: be

significant, as work at home offers a possible avenue of employment 'for

people living in rural areas, parents of pre-school children, -handicappel

and others.

I6
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This guide is'desiiined to provide information to persons. interested in
establiShing a home-work.program. The primary focus of this document is for
people in clerical or support staff positions whose skills.place them in a
position to negOtiate with one or more employers and'who wish to work at home

as an alternate work site. The text is divided into two sections --'The Home.

Worker', and Online Lines. The Home Wofker section provides a summary of the
At Home in 'the Office Project conducted at The University of Tennessee, some
personality characteristics believed to, be related to successful home work
programs, some characteristics of work that seem to be suited for working at,
home, and laws and agencieg that affect the home worker.

The second section of the textOnline Lines--supplies information to
help home workers select the appropriate hardware and software needed for.the
basic workstation and optional equipment to Add to the basicdesign. Also

included is a chapter on defining a work space for the home office, seleCting
the appropriate furnishings, and erranging the home'-work station. .Another

chapter, explores telecommuting and its suitability for home workers. Also

included are some guidelines for work at homet To help develop a better
Ac underStanding of hightechnology vocabulary, a glossary of terms used in the

modern office has been included.

Five exercises have been developed to enable home workers) evaluate the
home work option more precisely. One such exercise helps to determine. if the

home oworker's personality and current job are suitable for ..Wome work.

Another set of exercises is devoted to (a) assessing, software .needs, (b)

evaluating available software packages, and"(c) compafing hardware,-software,-
and vendors. Also presented is Eisixth exercise to figure the-cost of

.starting 4p an office in the home The, seventh exercise hapS been designed to

help ascertain .if'telecOmmuting is an economically feasible option.

Of special interestrwiell be the simulation of a tnical'home worker's.

day. Situations are presented which offer two. alternattves.' You must decide
which of the choices that- you, as a home worker, will follow. Subsequently,\

based upon your decision,. daferent scenarios will occur.

ABSTRACT
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PI. INTRODUCTION

t.Fhe' advancements in telecommunications have 'enabled -Toffler's
predrction Of the Electronic Cottage to be'come a viable option forsome
individuals. However, very little has -been published to help people tiet up
a work-at-home situation.

Working at home is not a new trend. Professionals In programming,
research, architecture, wind processing, and management, to name but a few
career areas, have found, working at home a preferred way to ,earn an

'income. In the past decade advances in telecommunications and computers
(lave combined to make working at home a more attractive choice for both
workers' and .employers. ..Employers are 1:11scovering that some of today's
employees art placing increving value on the quality of life and are
.looking or way/ to overcome (a) the loss of time necessary' to commute to
and from work, (b) the cost of clothes required forPwoA, and (c) the time
spent away from their families because of work. In response, businesses
wanting to attract andtiretain professional workers have increased both the
number of home workers and the scope of the home work performed.

4
The description of home 'workers Varies in 'individual and

okganizational characteristics. There is the individual employed full-time
by a single organization via formal contract, receiving the same support
and benefits as any other'employee but working at home, an alternative work
site. Or there are the self-employed contractors who use the home as their
primary work site, proVide for their own support and benefits, and contract
their services to multiple. employers. Other categories of home workers are
distinguished by the following factors: (a) the amount of support provided
by the home worker vs. support provided by an organization, (b) the number
of employers to which the employee is contracted, andi(c) time spent with
the home as primary' work.site.

A 'concept used to help distinguish' between full-time home worker.

employed by one company and a contract' worker. amployed on a contract basis
is the. idea of workplace augmentation vs. workplace substitution (Olson &
Tasley; 1983). Organiztationally linked home work is used to augment the
/existing organizational workplace as an alternative to the -conventional
office (Olson & Tasley, 1983). Self-employed home workerS use the home as
a substitute work site to replace the conventional workplace.

The information in the following text, exercises, and simulation-is,
based on (a) a review of current literature on the home work phenomenon,
and 05). research conducted at The University 0P,TennesseeEgoicville. A.

reviiw of recent 'articles about the potential of working at home provides
interesting, speculation but little factual information. There- are many

'popular articles describing anecdotalhome work incidents but few published'
research studies that, have investigated the relationship between individual

characteristics land thd success of working at home. Some proponents of the

1
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home work, concept suggest that, within the next 15 years, 10 to 15 million
people will be worktngat home (Grieves, 1984). These proponents say that
people working at liehe will be,. more satisfied, more.productive, and have
greater fleOcibility to schedule their lives. Opponents of home work claim
that home work programs represent a return to turn-of-the-centuty sweat-

,.

shops, Some opponents state that employers will use'home work programs as
a method 'to *circumvent minimum-wage and child-labor laws, to reduce

benefits, and to.pads on costs to the home worker th4 traditionally have
been absorbed by the emplor4r..

Home er.k is not for everyone. This guide shouldOnable you to make
an informed decision .ab t your prospects fof a successful work-at-home
program.

2
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A REVIEW OF THE AT HOME IN THE OFFICE
RASEARCH,FROJECT

The concept of home work is not hew. Historically, the Inda?trialo,

Revolution (1700s) marks the beginning of a shift from homebased
I 1

businesses to centralized worksjtes. The shift from h2mebased businesses ,

to centralized work sites was spurred on by improvements in automation and
the development of modern assembly line techniques. However, this trend
may begin to reverse itself in the near future. John Naisbitt P(in
Megatrends, 1982) says that the United States,is gradually changing from a
production oriented society to an information oriented society., ' Naisbitt
states .Chat work is in the United States producing,,manipulating ,and ,

transmitting information are the largest segment of the workforce.
. .,

'

Workers engaged in information occupations already, mgke lip over 60
percent of the labor foTce, ( Naisbitt, 1982). The U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics predicts that the demand for workers with inforthation processing
abilities will 'continue to increase for the net decade at a rate of 10 to
12 percent a year (Naisbitt, 1982)

Modern information processing equipment can allow some worker?, such
as word processors, computer programmers, and others whose jobs involve the
creation, manipulation, or transmission of information to move from a

centralized office to a homebased work station (Nilles, 1976). By

combining modern telecommunications facilities such as telephones,
teletypewriters, radio, television, or satellite transmission devices with
modern information processing devices such as word processing equipment or
computers it is now possible for an individual to communicate with a

centralized office from a remotework site. The use of telecommunications
equipment and computer systems, as,a substitute for bommuting to work is
known as telecommuting (Nilles, 197.6). Some experts predict that as many
as ,7.1 million workers currently have the potential to telecommute
(Grieves, \984)'.

Although the concept of working at home and telecommuting to'a central

office has been written about extensively in the popular press, little

research has actually been conducted to determine the impact of homebased
work on workers, their managers, and their coworkers. In light of the

potential number of workers and employers who might consider telecommuting
as an option and the lack of research conductedin this area, a program of
research was instituted at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Sponsored by the U.S Department of Education, Office for Vocational and
Adult Education, th ogram examined aspects of home work. Some factors
of home work. investi ed by these researchers included: (a) how work
performed in the f di onal, centralized office changes with the

introductIon of a home rk p ogram; (b) how individual job satisfaction is
affected by working at home, and (c) what the effects of a home work
program are on home workers, rgsnagers, and coworkers.

4
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The eighteen month research project' conducted at The University of
Tennessee.was entitled At Home in the. Office (AHIO) and is described. in'

'this. chapter. Descriptions of the people who participated in thestudy and
the types- of work. that were examined are included. Also included in this
chapter are some of the preliminary findings of the study. Finally, some

4 of our conclusions and 'observations about the home work project are
offered.

Information about the home work progFam was collected by a variety of
methods including' interviewing the participants, their managers, and their
coworkers; having the home worker9 complete and maintain daily work logs;
and obtaining samples of their, work. These data were obtained over a 12

month period out of which the participants were to spend nine months using
their homes ag remote. office sites. The program was designed, to .collect
information before the participant/3 began working at home, during the nine
months' that. they were workipg at home, .and (in "a followbp ,period) after

4 participants returned to the office. °

0

Home workers and their managers were interviewed at the beginning of
the project to assess duties and tasks of workers. Based upOn the initial
assessment of office needs, a 'specific work station was configured, and

installed for each home worker. Althouih a duplicate work station in the
home is not considered to be necessary for all home workers to telecommute,
for the purposes of this study duplicate work stations were installed
within the office from which the worker had come.

,Types of Work

The jobs performed by the participants differed along certain
characteristics. All jobs were selected on the basis of: (a) equipment
considerations; (b) the amount of,. interaction necessary between the

participant and other individuals in the course of work; (c) the amount of
uninterrupted time necessary- to complete the task; and (d) the amount of
structure built into the job.

Equipment. All jobs were chosen ,because of their current use of

modern automatic office equipment such' as word processing equipment or
facsimile transmission devices. Four types of work stations were
established. The basic work station consisted of a dedicated word
processoY with telecommunications capability, a letter quality printer, ,and
a modem to communicate between the home and office work stations. The
first home office work station configuration consisted of the basic work
station. The second configuration began with the basic work station and
added a facsimile device to transmit printed or graphic matertal between
work. stations,. The third configuration included. both the- basic wore
station and facsimile, and added an extension phone connected directly to
the centralized office. The fourth work station configuration consisted of

5



the basic work station, facsimile, office extension phone, and dictation
equipment for she transcription of dictated material by the home worker at

the home work station.

I Interaction.', The amount: of interaction between the worler and other

inUividuals is important in the selection of a job to be conductied.at

home. .If the job requires the worker to interact frequently with other
people, then the job mAy not .be appropriate for a home work prograth. Olson,

(1982) stakes. that jabs requiring little orno:interaction with others are,-.
be suite! foe homework programs. The amount af,work- related interaction
between a participant and oljors was established by the number of hours a
participant was 'required to be ,present in the central office per -week.

Supervi'sors determined tha' amount of time that workers spent in the

office. Each office* had diffprnt requirements ranging from no time (0

hours), 1 full day, (8 -hours); 3 half days .(12 hours), to 2 'full days (16

hours) in the office.

Uninterrupted time. Jobs that required periods of uninterrupted time
to complete their tasks were selected as better suited for the home work'

project. This job characteristic was ochosen as appropriate for*the jobs to

be...conducted at' home so as to 'take advantage of the potential that 'home

work has for establishing periods of unintdirupted time. The participants
initially estimated the amount of time necessary td. complete their specific
job if they were able to proceed uninterrupted. These estimates 'ranged*
from less than an hour for some'tasks to-two full.days (16 hours) for other

tasks.

a

Task structure. The task the jobs was considered to be

important factor in the selectio of jobs to participate in the

work-at-home program. Since the structure of the job was expected to

'differ in the home work environment compared to the office work

environment, the task structure of the jobs selected Pepresented a range of

task structures. For the purposes of this study, task structure was

determined by four ,characteristics: feedback (to '''the worker from the

task); task complexity; job clarity; and.goals (to be met).'

Each participant was askes to evaluate the amount of feedback they
received about the quality of their work. One worker said that .she

received little feedback from her job. The other three workers said that

they received a large amountof feedback. .

Task complexity refers to the variety of skills, that the workers

believed to. be necessary to etc mplish their' jobs. These vllues ranged

from very loW to,high task comple lty.

41
Job clarity referp to the way that bile participants felt when asked if

they knew at was required of them to adequately complete their work. The

workers r ponses,ranged from low job clarity to high job clarity.

6
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'.,A11. participants. were asked if they had clear goals or well
establishied deadline:requiYemeats in order to successfully, completQ, their

Twork.,, All bad'clear/3Nefi *d goals to meet, but the time requiredtto meet
those deadlines ranged from ssthan an.bour for some'tasks to three weeks
for other tasks. Overall the partiO0ant's task structure ranged from
'very low to high.. Table 1 describes the,fodr home work stations and task
charadteristics.

.

,

,.

TABLE .1 .

HOME WORK STATIONS AND TASK.CHARA6TOHOME ISTICS

Site Equipment Time in Office. '1'4111.0 .per Task Task Structure

1 Basic Work station* 2 days each week 1-'46 hours High%

2 Basic Work station 0 days 1-16 hour's Moderate
Facsimile

op

3 Basic Work station ' 1/2 days 4-161purs- . Very Low
Facsimile
Exten>ion phone

4 Basic Work station 1 .day 1-4 hours Low
Facsimile
Extension)phone
Dictation

*Basic workstation consists of word processor with telecommunications
capability, letter quality printer, and modem.

In addition to identifying' the task structure characteristics of

feedback, complexdty, clarity, and goals, each worker was asked to complete
a detailed task analysis describing the task performed by the worker and
the' amount. of time necessary to complete the task. Figure 1 shows a sample
tist'of tasks that might be performed by a worker.

Each worker completed a task analysis forAtheir particular job. The
initial task analysis was used to establish the precise tasks that weri
performed by' the worker in thecentrtil office. Five, months into the remoie
work program a.second task analysis wascomPleted by each.worker while
working at home.in order to compere work in the central office with work
conducted at home.

.

O
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FIGURE 1
AMPLE JOB ANALYSIS FORM-

How Much Tim Do You Spend Performing These. Tasks?
,i,i

Ali'
11' 10 "' Ncit Performed .

\01:7 Very Little.

1 ; c--Limited Amount'
'.

...
' 3-- Moderate Amount

, v

lr..Considerable Amkunt

:L li Great Amount ,.
.

;. , . \.. . e .

, . . 0/ORD PROCESSING
.

-These tasks invol.Ve.Wha't you do to hake the word processing .equipment

work".the selecting .:and Oshing; of; buttons, to make the machine'operate...
They do not .'include..'the':'Oribili .portion of the' work nor ..the editing,

.proofing, and. so forth:.
;

ii-- A

0 Time spent '

Task :, ..t doing task...., .i
4111

,. 4

Al Turn on or turn off equipllent e *

.

A2 Select program (Word 'processing, 'graphics, printing,..

-communications, utijitieqbackup, etc.) i

_,. -

A3 Select. tasks (texti files, communications:etc.)

A4 Request taskS (create,,use, display, etc.)

A5 Select and enter input command.!

(Just the commands-- not.the typing)

ti

Managers

The managers of each offide were interV(ewed to determine why they
dec/ded to begin a home. ;:iork program, what their expectations were

regarding the program, and why they selected the person .choSen to

participate. Oenerally.,the managers were enthusiastic about the potential
of :a home work program. Managert felt that such a home work program coup
provide their workers with the opportpnityto complete their jo.bs,in

time than it Would normdlly.take tp complete in the office... They:felt that

workilg at home would result, in a.reduction in elke number of interruptions
''occurred'ccUrred in the office. Equally important Was'thip fact that all

managers viewed the opportunity to work at home as a nontraditional
benefit that could 'be given:to an employee. Thus, the home work program

was seen as a reward to the. worker, with the possibility of improving
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employee performance simultaneously. Managers stated that th4lhome workers
were chosen because they were excellent employees and, in the managers'
opinion, could work very welf'without constant, supervtsion. At' "least one

of the, mehage'rs felt that working at home mas a way to retain the services
of a very gotd employee who otherWise might have left the department. .

440: f 2
WO'rkers

' o

F

Oneo'participant was chosen from each of four departments at The

Universit Tennessee. The participants were all female, ranging in age
.from 20 35, married, and with -dependent children. All of the hour.

workers. wdre classified as support staff by the .University. All of thZ-

participants had expressed an interest in, working at hote as a way of
combining career and family need,s.

An initial.interview was conddcted with each home-worker to ascertain
their reasons for Wanting to work at home and their expectations for the
hoMe work program.

they
each,worker had unique reasons for wanting to

work at)lome, they also had -some common bonds. All. wished to spend a
greater amount of.elme,With. their children.. One participant said that it
would be the, last year for her child to be at home before eginning-school
and shemanted to spend that time with the child. 'A commonly cited reason
for working at.home was the high cost of child care- services. All

participants indicated that a portion of their earnings went .toward child
.care costs; they anticipated that working at home would be an option thht
could reduce some of their expenses'. All said that they felt thht their
job could be completed more efficiently and with greater speed if they had
.fewer interruptions:during the 'day.

When asked about expectations for the home work program one

participant replied that she expected to be happier at home than in the

office. She said that she believed 'working at home would relieve some
anxieties and fruatiations that'had built up in the office. 'All workers
said that they expected to be able to work as Well or better at home when
Compared to the office. They all said that they did not expect their

family Life to inXerfere with their job performance, and tha they did not
expect their relationships with their supervisors and .co-workers to

change.

e

Job Satisfaction

A jobs satisfaction questionnaire, the Job Description Index (Loce,
et.al., 1969), w.al administered. to the participants one month before they

began, working at "home ;for two reasons: . (0' to assess each person's
satisfaction with their job while in the office; and (2) to establish a
base level of satisfaction, to be compared. against later measures of

satisfaction. The Job Description Index (JDI) identifietefive factors that
S

9
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.
contribute to' j, iw satisfactionwork,

, supervision, people, spay, and
promotion. The iilOsults of the initial job satisfaction measures are

, ,

reported In Table;,; (To4protect the identities of the home workers, the
reporting, of theli job, satisfaction responses in Table 2 does not
correspond to.'the14 r sites listed in'Table 1.)0

1,1'

4-

'')Participant

TABLE 2'.t INITIAL JOB SATISFACTION RESPONSES

M o do. to

M Orate'
kO

3 1,44.

4 11.044ti

All oftife Participants reported they were satisfied with 'the
supervision that' they received from their respective managers. However,
responses varie4. from very low to high for the four other categories.
Overall, one worker said that she was not satisfied with her current job;
another worker is very satisfied with her job. The other two workers said
that they were generally satisfied. with _their -jobs, but that, there were

aspects of their work with which they'vere'not satisfied (e.g., promotion
opportunities)

Satisfaction With
Supervision 'People Pay Promotion

High Moderate Lore

High Moderate Low Low

High Very Low.' Low . Very Low.

High High High High

High

1-

Once the participants began working at home,- the-man-agers-antrvork-erg---
.

were interviewed op a monthly basis. After the home work program had been
in operation for give monthh, n interview was conducted with co-workers of
the home workers,L The purpd of these interviews_ was to solicit the
observations of individuals not
nonethelesslaffected by it.

formally part of the home work, program but

Changes in Work-Reiate4.Activities

The first two: months' that the work -at -home program mas.in operation
was a period of adjustment for both the home worker and the central
office. Some aspects of :ihe remote' work program that necessitated.
adjustments by theicentral office and home worker were: (1) establishing
the work stations, (2) work pickup and deliVery, and (3) redefinition of
tasks and responsibilities.

10



'Work stations.., Initial -adjustments had to be made by both the central

4- officga and the home workers in- establishing their respective work
stations. , The central offices were able to:establish work stations with
relative ease. The office space that had been occupied by the home worker
could'be converted into a new work station. The home .worker had tweither
create a new work station or convert existing home space into a remote work
station.. Each hbme worker established apermanent work station, but..itS
location in the home varied according to the needs and desires of the home
worker. Some workers set up their work, stations. as separate offices away
froft the rest of the house;. other workers incorporated their work. stations
into the flow of hou'seholds activities. In the first home work 'situation,
the workers were able to separate themselves'from the household environment
when it was "timelto go to work," thereby creating a division between home
and work roles. In- the second work -at -home environment, the workers merged
their work roles within, their home roles. This allowed them the

opportunity to complete their. ob-related tasks while also engaging
household-related tasks (e.g., childcare).

Work transmission. Since the types, of work performed by the home

workers differed between departments, each office and home worker pair made
different arrangements about the transmission and delivery of work. For

the workers who were- required to be in the office sometime during the week,
the pick up and.delivery of work was simplified. Generally, they would
pick up or deliver material only on the days that they were to be in the
central' office. For the one person who was to stay at home all week, a

courier system was devised to transmit work between the central office and
her home workstation. That is, her husband would stop off on his way home
from his job to pick up or deliver material. These work transmission
procedures evolved during the first two months of. operation in response to
the different demands placed on the offices and home workers.

Redefinition of work. When each department initially considered
establishing a work-at-home program, certain jobs were selected as more

appropri'ate for home work than others. No job consisted of a single task
to be completed by the workers, but. instead, each job contained multiple
tasks for which the workers were responsible. In addition, while the

workers were in the central office they would assist co-workers on an
informal basis by temporarily assuming 4gu4es and responsibilities not

listed in their formal job descriptions. With the introduction of a home
work program, changes occurred in the types of tasks that the home workers
completed. These task changes resulted in the redefinition of the job
responsibilities for the workers, their managers, and co-workers.

st

For example, a problem that quickly arose for one department concerned
the answering of the telephone. Although not part of the home worker's job
description, the office -found that the worker had spent considerable'time
'ikanswering,the telephone. When she began. working at home, the offiCe'had

to assign a different person the responsibility: of answering the

telephone; Reducing the amount of time that the home worker spent on the
.
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phone increased the amount of time she was able to concentrate on her
..forpal duties but resulted in a change4pf duties for 'd co-worker. The home
worker felt that she was able to do her job more efficiently. The
co- worker felt that he was being asked to assume the home. worker's job
and,4ihen interviewed, said that she was unhappy with the situation.

All of the departments tnvolVed with the AHIO IstUdy_reported changes
in the duties and responsibilities of the home workets and 'their co-workers
.during the first two months of the study.. Overall, the net result of
redefinit,i0n of duties and 'responsibilities was a clarification of what
wort was to be completed by the home' porkers and what work was to be
perforMed by,their co- workers.

In general, the nature of the work to 'be completed by the home workers
was changed to reduce- the amountt, of interaction between the home workers
and others, increase the amount of uninterrupted time that could be, spent
on .a' task,- and increase they amount of structure or the job. Co-workers of
the home workers were formally assigned or informally assumed some of the
previous duties and responsibilities of the home worker.'

4
Once the initial adjustment. period Wad ended, each office, and home

worker had an established, standardized work routine that they usually
would follow, The offices had established procedures for the transmission
and reception of work acceptable to both the office managers and the home
workers. The home workers had determined when they would usually begin and
end their work day and when they would actually be processing their day's
work. For.fxample, one home worker stated that she would, begin her work
day at 8:00 a.m. and might not finish until 9:00 or, 10 p.m. that night.
However, during the day she would work for a-few hours in the morning, take
a break,- perform some household tasks, run,errands, spend time with her
family and friends, and after dinner she would complete her job-related
duties 'while watching television with her husband. So that although her
"official" work. day went from 8:00 a.m. to 1O, p.m., the actual amount of
time spent on job-related tasks was less than her traditional eight hour
day.

The majority of home workers participating in this program were able
to complete their work in less time than expected. One person said she'was
able to complete in two hours at home the same amount of work that would
have taken all day in the office. The workers attributed their
productivity to three factors: reduced. interruptions, fewer Ufstractions,
'and greater ease in the start up of work. While at home,they experienced.
longer periods of time without interruptions. Thus, they were better able
to complete a task in one sitting rather thantto be,interrupted and have to.
resume the task later.. They also reported ?here were fewer distractions
working at home than there were in the central.'office.

Interruptions and distractions can be 'distinguished from each other by
the amount of choice that a person has in responding. Interruptions are



-

caused by an external agent (e.g., the phone ringing, or a child crying)
apd.a worker must respond immediately to the cause of the interruptions.

Distractions (e.g., 4,piece of cake in the refrigerator) are more voluntary
in natul.a. That' is, a 'workerimay put off or refuse to 'succumb to the

Idistraction, 'but.must react quickly to an interruption..

One distraction oft$n mentioned by the participants as present in the
central office was the desire to converse 41th' cd-workers about
nonwork-related topics. The home workers- reported that when working at
home, the amount of social interaction between themselves and their
,co-workers was reduced and the nature of eheinteraction;was changed. The

.hoe workers said that they talked with their co- workers for short periods
of time, less frequently, and usually about work - related issues when
working at hpme.. When the workers were In the central office, they would
be more likely to. talk with their co-workers for long periods of time, more
.frequently,%and about nonwork-related issues.

V. .

The third factor that, the participants said helped increase their

productivity was the reduced amount of time necessary to begin working.
The orkers stated that they were able to begin a task as soon as they

desir d and they d not have to depend upon other individuals in order' to
accomplidh their asks. They reported that they knew what needed to be'
accomplished and hen the task needed to be completed. They said that
their work was u ually waiting for them at the start Of their day and that
the time normal spent waiting for work was reduced or eliminated.

Changes in Job Satisfaction

While the work-at-home pvegram was. in operation, satisfaction measures
,e. were solicited from the home workers, managers, and co-workers. The .JDI

(Lock., et. al., 1969) wag administered to the home workers twice while the
work-at-home prograM was in progress at different times to determine if the
home worker's satisfaction with the five factors measured 'by the JDI (i.e.,

Work, Supervision, People, Pay, and,Promotion) changed while -they were
participating in the .home work program. The managers were interviewed on'a
monthly basis and asked to evaluate the perfbrmance of the home workers and
the effects of the weak -at -home program on the employees who remained in
,the office, and to provide an overall evaluation' of the program. The
managers were also asked during each interview session if they would
continue the home 'work program after the nine month study period had
ended. The co-workers were interviewed once to determine their, overall

satisfaction with the home work' program and their evaluation. of the future
success within their department.

t

'lie home workers. When interviewed, the participants of the work-at-
home study 'said' that overall..they were very batsfied with the home work
program. They stated that working at home allowed them the freedom to be
with their family, while maintaining a*career. However, some, of the workers

I
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had complaints about-some aspects, of the home work ,program. One' worker

felt that she was doing far more at home than s'he would doif she were in
the central office. She viewed the.fact that she. was "more 'efficient at
home as a possible

. detriment. She felt that her co-workers' were
transferring their' teaks 'to her as way of reducing their work load./,'Despite feeling that was working harder than she would' in the central
office, -she still felt that. s'he was better of3, 4working at homb because of
the opportunity to schedule her own time.'

Another worker had the opposite prelblemo She .stated that she had
large periods.of time with'no work to complete. She said that she would-
have preferred to be-busier during.the day. She added that, as long as she
did not have any work to finish, she would prefer being at home to being in .1

the central Office.,

I. .
An inspection of the home workers' responses on the JDI revealed that

four out of the fCve. factor, tested 'remained constant durihvthe. study.
,peridd. The:only_factor thaMppeared'to change .was the ho* workers'-
reported satisfaction with promotion....:Ee6'of the home workergreported;e
decrease in their satisfaction with .promotion opportunities. That is, they
felt less satisfied with their chances'-for promotion at the end of the

study period than they didat the beginning of the study (See Table 3).
sif

TABLE 3
FINAL. JOB SATISFACTION RESPONSES

. Satisfaction With

Participant ' Work Supervision People Pay . Promotion
I

1 Moderate High High Moderate Very Low

2 MoOrate High Moderate, Low Very Low
0

.., 3 Low High Very Low Low Very Low

4 High High _High . High Low

Although, initially, three of the four workers reported low

satisfaction with promotion, all four workers were less satisfied at-the
end of the study period than they were in the beginning. Whenasked about
their de&eased satisfactiollwith promotion opportunities, most of the.home

"workers' replies expressed the idea that their current jobs had' limiud
potential for advancement: They stated that they desired better jobs not,
currently available to them. From.the home workers' responses to further
questioning, it beiame apparent 'that, during the work-at-home experience,
there were increased future Ijob expectation. When home workers compared

.4.
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